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Introduction
We set out, on this study tour, to visit gardens and green spaces in Germany and the
Netherlands, to research the maintenance and design of herbaceous perennial public displays
for the purpose of informing us in our work on the Broad Walk Borders at Royal Botanic
Gardens, Kew.
These gardens are in the temperate region with comparable weather to the UK using similar
species of herbaceous perennials found in the Broad Walk at Kew.
We sought to meet experts with experience of designing, developing and maintaining large scale
herbaceous plantings and observe new and innovative approaches which we could apply to the
Broad Walk borders.
Aims:
· To observe working practices relating to the maintenance of large scale herbaceous displays.
· To expand knowledge of a wide range of herbaceous perennials used in herbaceous borders
and how to care for them.
· To gain knowledge of innovative ideas in maintenance, plant combinations and design.
· To build relationships with gardens in Germany and the Netherlands in a professional capacity.
· To produce a good photographic record to support findings of this project.
Objectives:
· To observe and record approaches to successful management of staking, maintenance,
irrigation, pests and diseases, plant choices and combinations in large scale herbaceous plantings.
· To visit Hermannshof, Westpark, Weihenstephen in Germany and Hummelo, Jac.P. Thysse and
De Braak parks and Mien Ruys in the Netherlands, all of which contain plantings and employ
approaches to maintenance and development of great interest and usefulness to the
applicants in relation to Kew’s Broad Walk Borders.
· To talk with horticulturists in these gardens, observe and record new and innovative ideas
in the care, development and design of herbaceous plantings and how to apply them to the
Broad Walk borders.
· To discuss with horticultural staff at the gardens visited, methods of keeping records of 			
performance, longevity, plant combinations and maintenance issues.
· To research how the displays are managed to achieve maximum seasonal interest.
· To establish and build on links between RBG Kew and other centres of horticultural excellence 		
which have a specific expertise in herbaceous perennials.
· To observe and record approaches to interpretation and management of the relationship with 		
the public at the gardens visited.
· To write a report on the project including photographs.
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Weihenstephan - Trial Garden
Triesdorf University of Applied Sciences.
A 13 acre educational and experimental garden in Friesing near Munich.
Tour given by Prof. Doc. Bernd Hertle; Head of Academic Management.
Bernd gave us a fascinating, all day, tour of the all the gardens; focussing on the establishment,
design and maintenance of the trial gardens. He bought us lunch in a traditional local eatery,
where the food was delicious and the conversation covered garden history, beer fests and
European politics. We sensibly steered clear of the beer steins!

Fig. 1 Lucy, Bernd & Maija

Fig. 2 2012 Trial garden entrance planting redesign

The gardens were founded by Richard Hansen in 1947. Hansen had worked as a gardener for
Karl Foerster who had passed on his idea of establishing a garden for trialling perennials in the
region. The aims of the gardens are to test a wide range of plants to determine the best species
and cultivars in terms of longevity, plant combinations and conditions in which they are most
likely to thrive; to try unusual colour and different structure combinations and to provide beautiful
displays for the annual 100, 000 visitors.

At Weihenstephan the horticultural team kept detailed records for the first six to seven years.
The record keeping is less comprehensive now they know the garden areas well but records are
still important and are used to compare plant performance and behaviour year to year and to
assess how much time is spent on each task.

Fig. 3 The Rock Garden - made with regional limestone
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There are 26 distinct areas in the Trial Garden including the Red Border, featuring Canna indica
‘Schwabenstolz’and Ricinus communis ‘Camencita Rot’ (fig 5) and the Pale Border (fig 6) with
monochromatic displays, the Geranium spp. and Kniphofia spp. slopes, the Astilbe spp. beds
and the Miscanthus spp. and the ornamental borders trialling specific genus’ and the Steppe
area, Rock Garden (fig 7) and Woodland and Woodland edge where plants for particular
conditions and aspects are trialled. Bulbs and annuals are used in many of the borders to
enhance and extend the ornamental displays.

Fig. 4 The Red Border

Fig. 5 Pale Border

When designing a border Bernd’s
top criteria are firstly, reliability and
secondly, colour. The aesthetic
appeal of the plant displays is hugely
important and new combinations and
colours are used annually to keep the
displays interesting and fresh.
One beautiful feature we noticed was
the use of the Mercadonia ‘Gold Dust’
under small trees at the end of borders
(fig 8). Hardy plants are used to reduce
Fig. 6 Rock Garden
maintenance and there are different
conditions in different parts of the garden so plants are chosen for their suitability. For example,
Bernd redesigned the planting at the garden’s entrance in 2012. The soil is alkaline and heavy
here, so he did not choose plants that must have free draining soil. Rather, he used plants
suitable for these conditions including Eupatorium spp. Miscanthus spp. Japanese anemones
and Persicaria spp. (fig 9). Bernd taught us the term ‘one minute soil’ which refers to the need to
walk on it for only short periods to prevent compaction.

Fig. 8 Trial Garden entrance planting redesign 2012

Fig. 7 Mercadonia ‘Gold Dust’; annual used under small trees at
end of beds
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They have been using drip irrigation for 15
years with no problems (fig 10). There are
holes every 40cm and 2 bar pressure. Bernd
said the system they use is ‘not too expensive’
and they don’t suffer squirrel (or any other
animal) damage. The only negative, easily
avoided, is that the pipes are ugly if exposed.
The advantages are that there is no overhead
watering leading to crushed or damaged plants
or mildew and the water gets down to the roots
of all plants.
The most widely used mulch, here, is a mix
of woody chips and green garden waste
compost. No manure is added. It is laid at
Fig. 9 Drip hose irrigation
5-7cm depth and is effective for two seasons
so is used in alternate years. Bernd has developed this mix with an external supplier so it is
cheap and generally effective. But it is inconsistent; some years it has been too rich leading
to overly strong growth and, therefore, weakness and flopping. They test different mulches
including coffee grounds, wooded chips and mineralic material (small stones). The colour of the
mineralic mulch is unsuitable and it’s heavy but it lasts for 3 – 4 years so is economical and is
dry around the base of plants.
Germany wide, it is illegal to use herbicides
in gardens. At Weihenstephan hot water and
burning methods are used to rid the paths
of weeds (fig 11). The clear advantages are:
no use of chemicals so no threat to the flora,
wildlife or the environment and saves time.
Much of the cutting back is carried out when
the gardens are closed to the public (1/11 –
31/3). Border edges are cut with a machine.
Some areas are mowed; e.g. Alchemilla
mollis and Geranium spp., which are used
around the base of trees as an alternative to
grass or mulch (fig 12). This process takes
‘minutes’ so hugely reduces maintenance.

Fig. 10 Bernd with weeding machine used on hard standing & paths

These areas are mown twice a year; after flowering and in the autumn. Phlox spp. are cut back
just before flowering to get stable, stronger plants that don’t flop. Delphiniums are cut to the base
straight after flowering to get a second flush of flowers. Much of the green waste is removed by
the gardeners in small, 3 wheeled trucks (fig 13).

Fig. 12 Three wheeled, compact truck used in the gardens

Fig. 11 Trees & shrubs underplanted with Geranium spp.
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We noticed the smart interpretation around the garden. The board legs are inserted 20-30cm
into the ground, are very sturdy and do not wobble or lean (fig 14).
There are a lot of pests and diseases but no chemicals are used and the trials illustrate which
cultivars are resistant (it is one of the criteria which is observed during a trial). Bernd showed
us a trial area of Persicaria spp. (2013-2017) (fig 15). They will be removed this year and a
plant from a different family will be planted in that area. They don’t clean the soil when a trial
ends.

Fig. 13 Smart, sturdy interpretation board

Fig. 14 Trial bed - Persicaria spp. incl ‘Fat Domino’

As well as a comprehensive tour of the trial garden, Bernd showed us the fruit and vegetable
garden, the roof garden and the nursery; at Weihenstephan, they propagate all their annuals
and as many perennials as they can.
We got a thorough overview of the Weihenstephan gardens and we came away with a good
understanding of the approaches to horticultural practices here.

Fig. 15 Meadow style planting
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Hermannshof - Demonstration and Trial Garden
Weinheim, Germany.
Hermannshof is a demonstration and trials garden, on the site of a former private family house
and garden, showcasing plants from temperate areas in habitat-based groupings founded
between 1981- 1983. There are more than 2,500 species and cultivars of herbaceous plants,
400 species of trees and shrubs across an area of 5.7 acres. There has been a park in this
location for over 200 years so there are also examples of mature trees on the site.
The garden is overseen by
the Director Cassian Schmidt
and maintained by a small
team including Ulli Battmer the
Head Gardener. We were very
fortunate to meet Cassian,
Ulli and another member of
the gardening team and given
a lengthy tour around the
garden.
Hermannshof is situated in
the ‘Badische Bergstrasse’,
an area with a clement climate
along the Rhine Valley, on
the western slopes of the
Odenwald forest and mountain
Fig. 16 Map of garden (www.sichtungsgarten-hermannshof.de)
range. It is amongst the
warmest regions in Germany and is an important wine growing area. The average annual
temperature is about 10 degrees c and it is an area with high rainfall averaging about 649mm
annually (https://en.climate-data.org/location/23122/).
It was a pleasant day when we arrived but the weather quickly changed to torrential rain and
very strong gusts of wind which forced us indoors. This is typical of the region where weather
changes dramatically. Cassian talked to us in great detail about the ethos of Hermannshof
and the scientific method of planting but also that it is not just a technical habitat, the aesthetic
consideration is very important, it has equal footing. Also present was an American landscape
designer who was being mentored by Cassian and Piet Oudolf. The weather soon cleared and
we were taken on a tour by Cassian and then had time to walk about for ourselves.
Later on Ulli took us to the nursery and
plot of land at a second location where
trials and experiments in planting design
and the compatibility of plants are carried
out.
Cassian explained the complex system
that informs the planting at Hermannshof
which is based on the compatibility of
plants and the relationships between
each other. Plants with similar
requirements, regardless of where they
come from, can be planted together in
the favoured environment in the garden.
Fig. 17 The Gardeners’ House and offices
This is following Richard Hansen’s
representation of natural plant communities (which divide plants into five catagories; theme
plants, companion plants, solitary plants, ground-cover plants and scatter plants).
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Richard Hansen had encouraged the use of non-native plants in his book ‘Die Stauden und
ihre Lebensbereiche’ (Perennials and Their Garden Habitats), 1981, at a time when the use of
native plants was considered the only option for a healthy garden ecology.
Cassian explained about the ‘sociability’ of plants. Sociability levels are classed from I-V. e.g
S1 are large plants that are thinly spaced for example Cynara cardunculus. He said plants can
also change sociability in a design over time. It’s important to think about how to put plants
together. Companion plants (different from the meaning applied in Britain) are plants that will
not outcompete each other. Filler plants (5-10%) are short lived, fast flowering and should be
dotted in small amounts. Ground cover is more than 50% and supplemented with grasses and
bulbs and scattered plants. This is different from the typical British mosaic or block style.
This was demonstrated in the borders that we saw where plants are grouped in themes
such as North American perennials and ‘Dutch Wave Border’ and is rich with cultivars. There
are some areas with block or mosaic planting and others with a random, matrix style where
different species are mixed up and growing in harmony. There are no obvious gaps left when
one plant dies down which can be an issue with block planting design.
There is good interpretation on each bed. For example, the bed ‘Summer Aspect’ lists all the
plants and information about which months most plants will be in flower. It also lists when
bulbs are in flower (fig 18)
Also the Autumn/Winter
border displayed a beautiful
mix of plants such as Sedum
telephium ‘Herbstfreude’,
Achillea filipendulina
‘Trugdolden’ and Stipa
splendens (fig 19).

Fig. 18 Summer Aspect border with interpretation board

Fig. 19 Autumn / Winter border with interpretation board
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We saw some of our favourite species of plants, many north American prairie plants, that
are so spectacular in early autumn such as Helenium ‘Rubinzwerg’, Heliopsis ‘Summer
Nights’ and Rudbeckia nitida ‘Herbstsonne’, an unusual cultivar we had not seen before.

Fig. 20 Heliopsis ‘Summer Nights’

Fig. 21 Rudbeckia nitida ‘Herbstsonne’

The ecological and geographic groupings of plants in the gardens are grouped in eight
main habitats including dry steppe, north american prairie, water margin and woodland and
woodland margin. These areas contain plants that have been observed in the wild and then
applied in a design, but do not slavishly try to recreate the wild environment. How plants
interact in the wild gives the gardener and designer a wealth of information to create attractive
public designs. In a well functioning ecological grouping of plants no one plant outcompetes
the other.
As at Weihenstephan we were really impressed with the under tree planting. There are no
obvious bare spaces and in one area of the woodland garden there was a trial of three different
planting schemes that were being demonstrated, each containing approximately 12 different
species. The interpretation board explained that the Federation of Perennial Gardeners (Bund
deutscher Staudengärtner) had chosen the plants and it was planted in 2010 (fig 22).

Fig. 22 Trial planting schemes for shady area
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The Federation also produce many leaflets with planting combinations for traditionally difficult
areas. Cassian gave us some of these of which ‘Schattenzauber’,or shade magic, is for light
shade and woodland edge. The leaflet explains the concept behind the plant choices: the aim is
to create a self-regulating system where perennials are distributed randomly and a planting plan
is not required. Only the percentages of plants, for instance ground cover, are stipulated and the
public can choose their own combinations within these parameters.
Learning about how the gardens were maintained was of huge interest to us. We were
particulalry interested to hear that no manure based mulches are used. On the Broad Walk we
use a rich mixture of soft green waste with horse manure. Cassian and Uli both said that too
much fertile mulch will produce vigorous growth and floppy plants. There is minimal staking of
plants. To prevent flopping plants were cut back at the end of May (what we would refer to as
the ‘Chelsea Chop’). Examples would be Aster spp. and Veronicastrum spp. An example of
a plant that is on the Broad Walk and at Hermannshof is Achillea ‘Gold Plate’. We explained
that the plant in it’s second year had grown to over 2m while at Hermannshof it had reached
a comfortable height around 1m. Cassian explained that our Gold Plate was growing to it’s
absolute limit but that this is not necessarily ideal. With a combination of rich mulch and steady
irrigation the plants will grow vigourously and then flop, which is what happened to our Broad
Walk specimens. Cassian favours mineral mulches, in particular pumice, in many parts of the
garden. He believes that plants grow better, weed growth is virtually eliminated and moisture is
preserved in the soil. He recommended a depth of 7-8cm but no less. This is used for displays
of plants that come from drier parts of the world. In Hermannshof, as throughout Germany, it is
illegal to use herbicides in ornamental horticulture.

Fig. 23 North american prairie planting

There is a selective cut back in the summer for plants that will flower again in the season.
In the late autumn the borders are tidied and plants are left over the winter providing a good
structure. The North American borders and perennial borders are cut back in late spring using
mowers and strimmers which was a revelation! The debris are removed from the beds to keep
fertility down.
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Hummelo
Garden and studio at the home of Piet and Anja Oudolf in Hummelo the Netherlands.
We were welcomed, warmly, by Anja when we arrived at Hummelo. We introduced ourselves
and Anja suggested we look around the main garden first and we could probably talk to Piet
later. We spent over an hour making our way around the garden, ambling off down separate

Fig. 24 Micanthus sp. & Eupatorium sp.

paths, taking photos, meeting up for brief, excited
conversations before spotting another grass or seed
head to take a closer look at. The garden is beautiful
with abundant evidence of Piet’s naturalistic planting
Fig. 25 Erynigium sp. seedheads in foreground
style. Miscanthus, Molinia and other grasses,
Eupatorium, Sanguisorba, Phlox and Echinacea all still in flower mixed with faded heads of
Eryngium, Veronicastrum and Actaea. There are narrow stone paths cutting across the garden
(Fig 26) and leading through the beds (fig 27) and neat beech hedges and shapes provide
structure and protection (fig 28).

Fig. 26 Narrow stone paths cutting through the garden

Fig. 27 Stone paths leading through beds

Fig. 28 Structure and protection - clipped beech hedges
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As we made our way past the house to explore other parts of Hummelo, Piet appeared on his
front doorstep. Having introduced ourselves to this grinning, charismatic man we soon found
ourselves in front of the experimental garden at the back of the house. It was planted up six
years ago and is used to observe how the plants respond to no irrigation and no weeding apart
from the odd large one; e.g.
thistles. He monitors how the
plants grow together and if any
species becomes too dominant.
We then went into Piet’s studio
where we talked to him about
the maintenance of the gardens
and spaces he has designed,
the design process, his current
projects and collaborations.
Piet described his approach
to design. He always starts
with shapes. He measures the
space and the distance required
between plants.

Fig. 29 Back of the house in the Experimental Garden

Then he selects plants and calculates
accurately how many plants are
required for the area. He sprays out
the shapes of the design on the ground
and always writes two labels for each
plant so one can stay in situ whilst
the other can be taken to the delivery
vehicle when collecting plants. On
large scale projects with many staff and
thousands of plants this simple label
system avoids mistakes.
When designing Piet always thinks
about maintenance. It is really
Fig. 30 Inside Piet’s design studio
important to consider to what standard
a garden will be maintained and how much paid time will be allocated to the space. He has had
to redesign some plantings because the original design has been poorly maintained and cited
his 2002 long borders at Wisley as an example.
At Hummelo the garden is cut back once a year with scythes in early spring. All seed and flower
heads and grasses are left standing until that point. In Chicago (Millenium Park 2001) lawn
mowers are used to cut back the perennial planting.
At Hummelo, in the main garden, small pine bark pieces are used for mulching. They are low
nutrient and the dark colour ‘is appropriate visually’. On the High Line in New York, the gravel
mulch used has been problematic. Although it stays in place on the beds it quickly disappears
below the surface and seedlings plant themselves prolifically in it. Aesthetically Piet thinks
gravel not appropriate unless in a dry garden. More generally, he feels ‘mulch can be anything’
and where appropriate chopped plants can be left on the surface where they fall, as a mulch.
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When asked Piet told us he draws inspiration from the people he meets and from his travels.
He has designed spaces in Sweden, Canada, Ireland, England, the USA, Germany and in the
Netherlands. He collaborates with other designers, architects, landscape architects, plants
people and organisations such as the RHS. He’s known for his naturalistic planting style but
is not restricted by this label. By continually experimenting and collaborating Piet develops his
style, works with new plants and remains at the forefront of planting design.
As we left the studio, we noticed the card we had sent to Piet and Anja which told of our visit and
who we were, standing next to Piet’s computer. Piet asked if we wanted a photo with him, went
to find some leaflets of other gardens he recommended we visit in the area and reappeared
with Anja and their family dog. Anja gave us a recommendation for lunch down the road which
proved to be fantastic and she even waved us off as we drove away.

Fig. 31 The authors with Piet Oudolf
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Mien Ruys Gardens
Dedemsvaart, the Netherlands.
The area has a similar climate to the UK, classed as maritime temperate, and has little variation
throughout the country also owing to the fact that it has a flat landscape.
Mien Ruys was the daughter of a nurseryman, Bonne Ruys, who ran a nursery known for
perennials and new exciting cultivars that he created. The nursery was called Moerheim which
translates as ‘the house on peat’. Her father saw early on Mien’s talent for putting plants
together and gave her areas of surrounding land to develop as she wanted to experiment with
design and the planting of perennials together. There were virtually no publications or written
horticultural advice in Holland at the time. She eventually set up a design bureau in Amsterdam
where she established her business, but she always kept her connection with Dedemsvaart
where she continued to experiment and design new gardens. Mien Ruys created 30 gardens
over approximately 15 acres of land. As well as showing the evolution of her style it also shows
garden history over 90 years and is special for this reason and nine of the gardens have been
designated National Monuments. She was hugely influential to the luminaries of the Dutch new
perennials style such as Piet Oudolf. A garden designer all her life she also wrote a number of
books.
It was another erratic weather day when we visited and early into the tour, given by British
native Christine Bruinsma-Spiller, we were presented with a torrential downpour and luckily
also umbrellas. Christine led us through the 30 gardens chronologically giving a detailed and
engaging description of each.
The Wilderness garden created
in 1924 was her first experiment
and highlights an enduring style;
hard landscaping and straight lines
contrasted against the wild growth of
the plants. The plant choices became
as important to her as the landscaping.
A damp and shady area she inevitably
made mistakes and this lesson taught
her the importance of soil type as
well as light and the important mantra
‘right plant, right place’. The peat soil
favoured acidic loving plants rather
than the chalky loving ones she had
Fig. 32 Wilderness garden 1924 www.tuinenmienruys.nl
chosen such as Acquilegia spp. and
Dicentra spp. This garden eventually needed little maintenance but when trees were uprooted in
a storm later on flooding the area with light which changed the dynamic, a new balance between
the plants was needed.
Christine talked us through the standard
perennial borders which were designed in the
1960s with the concept of ready made or ‘off
the peg’ gardens. Mien wanted to design a
series of gardens for specific conditions such
as shady and sunny areas and for different
soil types. She would design a palate of
plants in different colour schemes that people
could then re-create for themselves. The idea
of a menu of plants seems to be a recurrent

Fig. 33 Standard perennial border 1960
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theme particularly in Germany where seed and planting menus have been made available to the
public so they know exactly which combination of plants will be suitable for particular conditions.
She also considered the maintenance needs of each plan and chose groupings that would
need minimal maintenance or at least would be easy for the average person to carry out. The
nursery would sell the gardens which would then be delivered to the customer with planting
and maintenance instructions included. Clipped hedges, flowering shrubs and a greater use of
herbaceous perennials was her style.
Hedges were common in her design
as they provided a good framework
and backdrop for her designs and
it was interesting to see unusual
choices for hedges. For example,
Berberis thunbergii ‘Atropurpurea’
(fig. 34) is an attractive species to
use in shade and provides winter
interest in the Corner garden (1999).
She uses Spiraea x cinerea as a
divide between smaller borders in the
Standard perennial border (1960) (fig.
35). Another innovative plant choice
Fig. 34 Berberis thunbergii ‘Atropurpurea’ in Corner Garden
was Larix sp. as seen in the Yellow
Garden (fig. 36) where it forms a half circle hedge behind the borders. At this time the Helenium
sp. and Heliopsis sp. were in flower with the dead stems of Phlomis russelliana still standing tall.

Fig. 35 Spiraea x cinerea hedging in the Standard perennial border Fig. 36 Larix sp. hedge in the Yellow garden

Fig. 37 Yellow garden with Phlomis russeliana stems on right 1982
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Fig. 38 Standard perennial border 1960

It was in the perennial borders that Mien
Ruys used railway sleepers as bed
edges, this trend subsequently becoming
extremely popular and ubiquitous with
European garden designers. Christine
said she became known as ‘sleeper
Mien’. She also innovated the use of
washed gravel paving stones in her
designs. She would always leave gaps
in between all paving to encourage the
growth of moss and grass (fig. 40). She
liked to integrate hard landscaping with
surrounding lawn which is beautifully
illustrated in the area leading to the
Garden of squares (fig. 41).

Fig. 39 Railway sleepers used for raised bedding

Fig. 40 Garden of squares 1974

Fig. 41 Paving and lawn integrated in the Garden of squares

Mien Ruys died in 1999 at the age of 94. Between 2004 -2014 nine gardens were declared national
monuments. Some of these gardens remain unchanged to act as historical examples of garden design
styles. In the spirit of experimentation that Mien Ruys was famous for, since 2010 new gardens have been
developed including the Helenium border and the Autumn border, which show how to extend the season
with late flowering plants and autumn colours and shapes such as Aster spp. and grasses.

Fig. 42 The Herb garden

Fig. 43 The authors with Christine Bruinsma-Spiller

It was fascinating to see the transition not only of Mien Ruys personal style but also garden
design through time with her innovative use of hard landscaping and plant choices. We ended
the tour, with umbrellas down, in the herb garden. A small area with a formal feel. There are
areas of low clipped decorative hedges of Buxus sempervirens and soft edged Box spirals.
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The pond gardens of Ada Hofman
Loozen, the Netherlands.
Ada Hofman was the daughter of a fruit grower. Interested in nature as a child, she
experimented and observed bodies of water realising that some plants would keep the water
clear while other bodies of water became murky. In 1983 she wrote her first book ‘The Pond
Book’ (Het Vijverboek). In 1987 she bought the property at Loozen and within a year it was
transformed into a
series of pond gardens.
The area covers 5.5
acres and contains 30
individual gardens, 50
ponds and three natural
ponds. According to
the gardens website
it contains the largest
green frog population
in The Netherlands and
there are a large number
of introduced species
including grass snakes
and fish. All the ponds
are cleaned by natural
Fig. 44 View of the main pond
methods and no chemicals
are used. The garden aims to educate the public by providing resources such as films and
printed material on all aspects of creating and caring for ponds. There are approximately 3,000
species of plants in the gardens.
This was an unplanned visit as we were recommended this garden by our guest house owner.
We spoke to the manager of the garden who said it had been left in a state of disrepair but
recently it was renovated. It was an enchanting water garden with a central body of water and a
path that loops around it. There are many small themed gardens leading off the main path.

Fig. 46 One of the signs showing the route direction

Fig. 45 A path between two main ponds
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Below are images of some of the different water gardens.

Fig. 47 Alpine garden

Fig. 48 An example of container ponds

Fig. 49 Asian themed roof garden

Fig. 50 Asian themed roof garden

Fig. 51 Innovative planters in the courtyard garden

Fig. 52 Courtyard garden
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There is scant information about the history of the gardens since Ada Hofman decided to move
to Germany. From a local newspaper story it seems her daughter, Natalie, took over the garden
in 2005 but for how long she remained involved is unclear. According to the garden website in
October 2016 restoration began by Erik de Jonge and Helga Grassler who ran a local nursery in
Dedemsvaart and had spotted the derelict gardens (https://www.devijvertuinenvanadahofman.
nl/; http://vechtdaldichtbij.nl/levenswerk-ada-hofman-vijvertuinen-gaat-weer-bloeien/)

Fig. 53 Main pond thick with waterlilies

Fig. 54 Heron sculpture in the main pond

The main pond was thick with waterlilies (fig. 53) and interspersed with sculptures of giant
frogs and birds such as herons. There is a lot of sculpture integrated into the garden. The outer
edges contain many different varieties of conifers, it is unclear if she also planted these. It was a
beautiful day when we visited and we more or less had the garden to ourselves. There was alot
of insect activity due to the biodiversity that is encouraged here.

Fig. 55 Lucy by the main pond

Fig. 56 A red admiral
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Amstelveen
Dr. Jac. P. Thijsse and De Braakheemparks. Amstelveen, the Netherlands
Tour given by Walter Busse; Chief Gardener.
Walter arrived on his bicycle at the mouth of Thysse park and spent all day guiding us around
both heemparks. He invited us into the staff mess room at lunchtime and we got confirmation
that gardeners all over the world love cake; someone had made a birthday cake for a colleague
and we all indulged. The mess room was spacious, light and airy with free tea and coffee. Large
photos of plants in the heemparks lined the walls. Walter took us to see a nearby public park run
by the local authority after lunch to illustrate the different levels of maintenance achieved where
the budget is far tighter.
Construction of De Braakheempark began in 1939 with Jac P Thijsse following two years later.
There is a third, much smaller, heempark (KoosLandwehrpark) adjacent to De Braak which we
did not visit. The heemparks were part of a drive by the municipality to create ‘urban greenery
and scenic beauty’ around newly built luxury houses, aiming to attract well-to-do commuters
from Amsterdam.
The soggy, nutrient poor peat of the
17th Century peat lake De Braak was
not suitable for cultivated plants so the
original head gardener Chris Broerse
decided to work with wild plants. All
the plants in the parks are indigenous;
‘inheems’ = indigenous plants. The term
applies also to plants that have ‘grown
here for at least 100 years’. Broerse
selected peat loving plants for the banks
and extensive use is made of heathers,
ferns (especially the Giant Regal fern:
Osmunda regalis), Bog Asphodel
Fig. 57 Osmunda regalis and Narthecium ossifragum
(Narthecium ossifragum), teasel
(Dipsacus spp.) and Bog Myrtle (Myrica gale) amongst many other perennials which form the
understorey to the trees and shrubs. Walter and his team propagate the majority of their own
plants and he showed us the nursery where they are grown on ready to replace and supplement
the park plantings.Rare and extinct in the wild plants are bred and conserved in the nursery and
grown in the heemparks. We saw a series of shallow basins in the nursery each with a different
microclimate. They provide the opportunity to observe extremely unusual plants, close up.
Seeds are collected routinely and Walter showed us the seed storage room (fig 59).

Fig. 58 Dipsacus spp. with Osmunda regalis

Fig. 59 Walter and Maija in the seed bank
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Walter explained that the parks are highly managed
but the landscape looks and feels like it has always
been there and is as little disturbed as can be. When
a tree dies it is left where it falls, for wildlife, as long as
it is not dangerous. Trees are restored or replaced on
a need basis. There are many fungi, birds, butterflies
and insects due to the extensive use of endemic
species. An ‘ecological’ tonic is used to bolster some
plants but chemicals are never used and the natural
peat in the parks is rich in nutrients and relatively weed
free. They use a torch burner on weeds where they
occur on the paths (fig 60).

Fig. 60 The weed burner

Fig. 61 Tree with horizontal growth form

There are no plant labels in the heemparks in keeping with their natural character; home to
a vast array of indigenous trees, shrubs and herbaceous plants for visitors to explore as they
wander and observe the landscape and wildlife. Open areas are created so people can enjoy
sitting in the sun and there are wooden signposts, but nothing is formally on display.
Walter showed us examples all through the parks of their tree management system. They
create layers by topping out most of the trees to allow in the sun to the understory of shrubs,
herbaceous perennials and ground cover below.This topping does not affect the life or health of
the trees; many trees are 75+ years old and there are a number of protected trees in the parks.
When walking through the parks you do not notice that many trees have been reduced in height,
getting the sense of full height yet with this system, a lot more light and rain is allowed in and a
rich understory thrives (fig 61).

Fig. 62 Most trees are topped

Fig. 63 Multi stemmed trees allowed to grow
natuarally
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Pruning is mainly done in winter with new trees planted in spring to maximise the light they can
enjoy whilst establishing. Many trees such as Amelanchier spp. Corylus spp. Sorbus spp. and
Betula spp. are left unpruned unless they are leaning too much. All herbaceous plants and ferns
are left until just before they start
into growth in spring and are then
cut back. Scythes are used here and
to cut back the meadow areas.The
reed beds in De Braak are mowed
three times a year with a single-axle
lawn mower and brushcutter. We
talked to Walter about tools and he
explained that experience has shown
him that the tools which were used to
construct the parks are still the best.
Weeding knives – pocket knives with
Fig. 64 A weeding knife
wide blades – are still the most widely
used tool in the parks (fig 63). Weeding out competitors enables Walter and the team to grow a
wide variety of plants in the heemparks, thereby maintaining and increasing the diversity. So
knowledgeable staff who need to recognise the tiny seedlings of varieties which are to be kept,
use weeding knives to eject the unwanted weeds and competitors.

Fig. 65 A typical style of spade used here

Fig. 66 Narthecium ossifragum next to a wooded area

Fig. 67 Reflections in the still water
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Conclusion
Lucy Bell
When I think about this experience the thing I remember being struck by again and again was
the generosity of the people we met. We were given in depth tours of the gardens and green
spaces we visited by talented and hugely knowledgeable horticultural experts who were eager to
share their knowledge and experience and generous with their time.
I learned so much about working practices which achieve the best conditions for a wide range of
herbaceous perennials in public displays and was inspired, daily, by the design and beauty of the
gardens we visited.
I am keen to implement ideas we returned with directly to the Broad Walk borders at RBG, Kew.
In planning for next season, we have already started discussing adjustments to the depth, type
and extent of mulch to be applied, more closely controlling irrigation and employing the ‘Chelsea
Chop’ and staking to greater effect. It was a timely trip. The Broad Walk team has been in place
since October 2015 and we have closely monitored the borders through 2 growing seasons. I
came back from this study tour with belief in our systems and greater knowledge and confidence
in maintaining and developing the Broad Walk borders in coming years.
Having observed and learned so much of immediate and direct use in my job, on this study
tour, I would like to visit other gardens, particularly in the UK, which have large plantings of
herbaceous perennials. Hilliers, Wisley, Trentham, Hauser & Wirth (Somerset) and Great Dixter
are a few examples.
I will continue researching this area. I have enjoyed reading the books given to us at
Weihenstephan, Hermannshof and Amstelveen and the Mien Ruys book I bought at that garden.
I continue to research Piet Oudolf’s work and note that his book: Hummelo, has a chapter on the
Amstelveen heemparks. It emerged during the trip that the horticultural experts we met, know
about their peers’ work and often collaborate with them. I find this culture of communication and
collaboration exciting. It ensures fresh ideas are formed, experience and knowledge is shared
and inspiration travels all over the world.
Perhaps the most significant moment, for me, was when Piet Oudolf, describing his design
process, told us that he always thinks about maintenance. He said that it is really important to
consider to what standard a garden will be maintained and how much professional time will be
allocated to the space. This message was repeated throughout our tour and confirmed, for me,
that my role on the Broad Walk borders is key to their success.
Maija Ross
I was extremely grateful to have had the opportunity to visit Germany and the Netherlands. The
goal was to learn about the maintenance and design of large scale displays using plants similar
to those on the Broad Walk at Kew. I have always been intrigued by the German trials gardens
with their methodical approach to horticulture and design. It was a revelation to see first hand
how complex theoretical approaches to design and planting translate into beautiful harmonious borders as shown at Hermannshof and Weihenstephan. It is underpined by an ecological
concept that enables plants to grow optimally together. I felt it was important to also explore the
design side in the use of herbaceous perennials. Understanding a design can only better inform
the best maintenance requirements. There was no better garden to visit than Piet Oudolf whose
design influence worldwide cannot be overstated. Mien Ruys’ gardens were fascinating because
they show the advancement of her modern experimental personal style as well as garden design
fashions through history as many of them have been kept to their original design.
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The continuous experimentation that is carried out at all the gardens we saw was inspiring. The
remarkable people I met, who are integral to each garden and institution, was undoubtedly the
highlight of the trip and they showed huge generosity with their time and sharing of knowledge.
I came away from this trip with so much more than I imagined. Personally as a horticulturist this
trip was so valuable because it improves my knowledge and skills as a gardener. Sharing knowledge with other institutions, horticulturists, gardeners and researchers is absolutely vital. Many
of the horticultural practices I learnt about were a revelation and I am eager to put these into
practice in my place of work. There is nothing better than to talk shop with like minded people! I
wanted to step outside the British horticultural tradition and look at other countries to learn about
different methods and bring this new found knowledge home to better my gardening practices.
Summary and Conclusion
We have presented our personal conclusions but overall we are wholly satisfied that we met our
aims and objectives. We met interesting, inspiring and knowledgeable people in all the places
we visited, we observed and learned a range of innovative working practices of great interest
and use in the care of herbaceous perennials plantings and recorded ideas and approaches to
the design, maintenance and development of large scale plantings comparable to the RBG Kew
Broad Walk borders.
We did not go to Westpark simply because Bernd spent the whole day with us at Weihenstephan. This was a most interesting, comprehensive and useful day for us and we did not want
to cut it short.
However, once in the Netherlands, we stayed at De Kruidenhoeve; a lovely B&B, which is also
an exhibition space, tea house and gardens. The owners, Willem and Anneke, keep a garden
with all the plants used in Bach’s Remedies which Willem gave us a tour of on arrival. They know
the area well and recommended we visit Ada Hofman Gardens which we thoroughly enjoyed.
In the car we had the opportunity to observe the passing landscapes. It was remarkably clean
and neat in both countries. In The Netherlands the houses were almost all two storeys, maximum, in height. This architecture, in the largely flat countryside we travelled through, gave a
strong feeling of wide open space. The Germans and Dutch, both in the gardens we visited and
the hotels and restaurants we went to were warm, friendly and interested in our project.
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